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Figure 1: Matching I1 and I2 using DNN flow. Each column shows the
matching of different levels. In first row, parallelogram denotes the DNN
feature image of I1, where dot represents the feature at that location. Line
with arrow denotes the flow vector of the corresponding feature, while
curve with arrow denotes guidance from high level to low level. In second
row, the color rectangles show I1’s patches covered by the DNN features.
Third row shows I2’s matching patches corresponding to the patches of
second row.

As a fundamental problem in computer vision, image matching is the cor-
nerstone for many vision problems, such as motion estimation [2], label
propagation [3] and object modeling [1]. The goal of image matching is
to find the corresponding pixels between two images. Based on the vari-
ations between the two images, we roughly divide image matching into
two categories, i.e., instance-level matching and category-level match-
ing. Compared to instance-level matching, category-level matching tries
to match two images with more challenge variations, which belong to
same category. Category-level matching aims to overcome the intra-class
variability in shape and other visual properties, such as cars with various
shapes and colors and cats with different poses and furs.

In this paper, we propose a DNN feature based image matching ap-
proach, which focuses on category-level matching. Recently, Deep Neu-
ral Network (DNN) has shown great ability in handling the variations
under the same category. The ability comes from the gradual abstraction
through several layers, where low layer detects simple patterns, such as
edges and blobs, middle layer detects object parts and high layer detect-
s objects. Considering the ability of DNN feature in handling semantic
variations, we propose a novel image matching method based on DNN
feature pyramid, named as DNN Flow. DNN Flow utilizes DNN features
of different layers to achieve coarse to fine matching. As shown in Fig-
ure 1, top level matching attempts to achieve object level matching since
top level features detect patterns at object level, middle level matching
establishes correspondences at part level, finally bottom level matching
achieves fine level matching through small patterns.

The main advantage of DNN flow is to utilize more targeted feature
to achieve the matching goal of each level. The top level feature with
semantic invariance helps to discriminate inter-class variance and stand
intra-class variance. Therefore, top level feature is robust to fight against
various visual variance. Even if two images of the same category are

obvious similar at bottom level, high-level matching still produces helpful
coarse flow field and guides low-level matching along with the reasonable
direction.

For given two images I1, I2, and corresponding DNN feature pyramid-
s F1 and F2, let p = (x,y) be the grid coordinate in the feature pyramid,
and F1(p, i) denotes the feature at p on the ith level. Let wi be the flow
field on the ith level, and wi(p) = (ui(p),vi(p)) be the flow vector at p,
where ui(p) and vi(p) are horizontal flow vector and vertical flow vector
respectively.

Then, the DNN Flow’s matching objective function can be formulated
as:

E(wi|wi−1, i) = ∑
p
(ED(p,wi)+α ∑

q∈ε(p,i)
ES(p,q,wi)+

βESD(p,wi,wi−1))

(1)

ED(p,wi) = |F1(p, i)−F2(p+wi(p), i)| (2)

ES(p,q,wi) = |ui(p)−ui(q)|+ |vi(p)− vi(q)| (3)

ESD(p,wi,wi−1) = |ui(p)− ũi−1(p)|+ |vi(p)− ṽi−1(p)| (4)

where ED, ES, ESD are the data term, smoothness term and small dis-
placement term respectively, ε(p, i) is the neighborhoods of p on the ith

level, (ũi−1, ṽi−1) is the wi−1 mapped to ith level based on mapping of
DNN. ED measures the similarity between the correspondence features
on the same level. ES leverages the geometric prior that neighbors’ flow
vectors should be similar. ESD uses the flow field of upper level to guide
the optimization of low-level flow field.

We build a four-level pyramid to estimate dense correspondences.
The DNN used for extracting DNN feature is learned by supervised back
propagation on ILSVRC2012 training set, which contains eight layers
with weights: five convolutional layers followed by three fully-connected
layers. Three max-pooling layers are used following the first, seconde
and fifth convolutional levels. The output of fifth convolutional layer is
adopted as top-level feature, while the outputs of second and first convo-
lutional layer are adopted as two mid-level features. In order to extract
bottom-level feature for each pixel, the dense output of first convolutional
layer is adopted as bottom-level feature through adjusting stride.

The performance of DNN Flow is demonstrated based on three ex-
periments: rough image dense matching, fine object alignment and label
transfer. The experiments are designed repectively on different datasets.
Three image matching approaches, PatchMatch, SIFT FLow and DSP, are
compared with DNN Flow in all experiments. The selected approaches
are based on local feature or hierarchical local feature. In order to quan-
titatively evaluate image matching, two evaluation metrics are introduced
into experiment: label transfer accuracy (LT-ACC) metric and intersec-
tion over union.
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